
 Planning Overview: Hedgehogs - Term 2 - 2019-2020 

 
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 

School events Remembrance Service 

Anti-bullying Week 

Children in Need 

Roots to Food 

Workshop 

 Y3 Class Assembly Y3/4 Theatre Trip 
RE Focus Day 

KS2 Carol Service 

Nativity Rec+KS1 

Christmas Service 

Outdoor 

Learning 
 

Coding –                      

Giving instructions 

Resource Hunt – 

Link to DT 

Phrase Hunt-  

French 
 

 Multiplication 

Maths Hunt 

 

Growth 

Mindset 
Firing Neurons 

Homework Linked to spelling patterns and KIRFs 

 

Composition 

and  

Grammar 

 

Ice Palace 

Informal letter Non-chronological Report Quest Story 

Plan his/her writing by discussing writing similar to that which he/she is planning to write in order to understand and learn from its structure and vocabulary 

Use the forms a or an according to whether the next word begins with a consonant or a vowel e.g. a rock, an open box 

Plan his/her writing by discussing and recording ideas within a given structure 

Draft and write by composing and rehearse sentences orally, building a varied and rich vocabulary 

Evaluate and edit by assessing the effectiveness of his/her own writing 

Proof-read for spelling errors and for punctuation 

Read his/her own writing aloud using appropriate intonation and controlling the tone and volume 

Express cause using co-ordinating and 

subordinating conjunctions, adverbs and 

prepositions 

Use headings and sub-headings to aid 

presentation  

Begin to use paragraphs as a way to group 

related material 

Begin to use inverted commas to punctuate direct speech 

 Draft and write in narratives, creating settings, characters and plot 

Spelling Spell by distinguishing between homophones and near-homophones 

Use the prefixes mis- and re- 

The /ɪ/ sound spelt ‘y’  

Use the suffix ‘ly’ 

The /ʌ/ sound spelt ‘ou’  

Adding suffixes beginning with vowel letters to words of more than one syllable  

Reading 
Read further exception words, noting the unusual correspondences between spelling and sound, and where these occur in the word 

Maintain positive attitudes to reading and understanding of what he/she reads by discussing words that capture the reader's interest and imagination 

Understand what he/she reads independently by checking that the text makes sense to him/her, discussing his/her understanding of words 



 
 

Understand what he/she reads independently by predicting what might happen from details stated 

Understand what he/she reads independently by drawing inferences such as inferring characters' feelings, thoughts and motives from their actions, and justifying inferences 

with evidence 

 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 

Maths Number: Addition and Subtractions Multiplication and Division 
Add and subtract numbers mentally, including a three-digit number and ones 

Add and subtract numbers mentally, including a three-digit number and tens 

Add and subtract numbers mentally, including a three-digit number and hundreds  

Add numbers with up to three digits using the formal method of columnar addition 

 Subtract numbers with up to three digits using the formal method of columnar subtraction 

Estimate the answer to a calculation and use inverse operations to check answers 

Solve problems, including missing number problems, using number facts, place value, and more complex addition and 

subtraction 

 

Recall and use multiplication and division facts 

for the 3, 4 and 8 multiplication tables 

Measurement Time 

 

Tell and write the time to five minutes, including quarter past/to the hour and draw the hands on a clock face to show these times 

Estimate and read time with increasing accuracy to the nearest minute; record and compare time in terms of seconds, minutes and hours; use vocabulary such as o'clock, 

a.m./p.m., morning, afternoon, noon and midnight 

Know the number of seconds in a minute and the number of days in each month, year and leap year 

KIRFs 3,4 and 8 times table 

Science Animals, including humans 

Working 

Scientifically 

Use straightforward scientific evidence to answer questions or to support his/her findings  

Record findings using simple scientific language, drawings, labelled diagrams  

Use straightforward scientific evidence to answer questions or to support his/her findings  

Make systematic and careful observations and, where appropriate, take accurate measurements using standard units  

Use results to draw simple conclusions, make predictions for new values 

Gather, record, classify and present data in a variety of ways to help in answering questions 

Report on findings from enquiries 

Science - 

Knowledge 
 Identify that animals, including humans, need the right types and amount of nutrition, and that they cannot make their own food; they get nutrition from what they eat 

Identify that humans and some other animals have skeletons and muscles for support, protection and movement 

Discovery RE What is Trinity? 

Computing 

 
Coding 

Type a short sequence of instructions and to plan ahead when programming devices on and off screen. 

Use models and simulations to find things out and solve problems. 



 
 

Show an understanding that their password is the key to accessing a personalised set of resources and files (e.g. My Documents). 

French Greetings 

Understand simple classroom instructions 

 
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 

Topic The Stone Age 

History Place the time studied on a timeline 

Use dates and terms related to the study unit and passing of time 

Sequence several events or artefacts  

Find out about everyday lives of people during the Stone Age 

Compare with our life today 

Identify reasons for and results of people's actions 

Understand why people may have wanted to do something  

Identify and give reasons for different ways in which the past is represented 

Distinguish between different sources  

Look at representations of the period  

Use a range of sources to find out about a period 

Observe small details  

Select and record information relevant to the study 

Begin to use the library and internet for research 

 Houses – Linked to Topic Pop Up Christmas Cards and Tree Decorations 

DT Join clay adequately and work reasonably independently.  

Construct a simple clay base for extending and modelling other shapes.  

Cut and join wood safely and effectively.  

Make a simple papier mache object. 

Plan the order of their work before starting 

Explore, develop and communicate design proposals by modelling ideas 

Disassemble and evaluate familiar products 

Measure, mark out, cut, score and assemble components with more accuracy 

Select tools and techniques for making their product 

Work safely and accurately with a range of simple tools 

Use finishing techniques strengthen and improve the appearance of their product using a range of equipment  

Make drawings with labels when designing 

Think about their ideas as they make progress 

and be willing change things if this helps them 

improve their work 

Generate ideas for an item, considering its 

purpose and the user/s 

Identify a purpose and establish criteria for a 

successful product 

Evaluate their product against original design 

criteria e.g. how well it meets its intended 
purpose 
Develop skills in stitching. Cutting and joining. 

Measure, tape or pin, cut and join fabric with 

some accuracy 



 
 

 

Music Sing in tune.  

Sing with awareness of pulse and control of rhythm.  

Recognise simple structures.  (Phrases).  

Sing expressively with awareness and control at the expressive elements. E.g. timbre, tempo, dynamics.  

Sing songs and create different vocal effects. 

Understand how mouth shapes can affect voice sounds.  

Internalise sounds by singing parts of a song ‘in their heads.’ 

Sing with confidence using a wide vocal range 

PHSE –  

Jigsaw 

Celebrating Differences 

Tell you something that has made someone happy or unhappy 

Know how to give a compliment 

Tell when my words affected someone's feelings and what the consequences were 

Give and receive compliments and know how this feels 

Recognise and describe a time when my words affected someone 's feelings and explain the effect this had on our relationship 

Give and receive genuine compliments and know how this feels and affects me and the other person 

  

PE Gymnastics and Hockey 

To pass and receive the ball 

To dribble with the ball 

To get past an opponent 

To tackle an opponent and win the ball back 

To hit the ball 

To apply the hockey skills learnt 

To perform a range of jumps accurately 

To accurately perform a forward roll from standing and a tucked backward roll 

To perform a squat on vault accurately 

To perform a lunge into handstand and a cartwheel accurately 

To link movements together by performing a chassis step, straight jump half-turn and 

cat leap 

To create and perform a gymnastics sequence with a partner 


